AbstracL We present parallel algorithms for computing all pair shortest paths in directed graphs. Our algorithm has time complexity O (f(n)/p + I (n) log n) on the PRAM using p processors, where I (n) is log n on the EREW PRAM, log log n on the CCRW PRAM, f(n) is o(n 3). On the randomized CRCW PRAM we are able to achieve time complexity O(n3/p + log n) using p processors.
To build our algorithms, we incorporated the well-known techniques of [F1] and of the reduction of the shortest-path computation to matrix multiplication over the semirings, but added some new nontrivial techniques of studying paths in graphs and digraphs.
We present our algorithm in three stages to illustrate our intuition behind the algorithms. We first give a simple parallel algorithm with time complexity O(n3/p ,1_ I (n)log 15 n) using p processors. This algorithm takes O(n 3) operations when we use no more than O (n3/(l (n) log 15 n)) processors. We then show how to speed up this algorithm to achieve time O (1 (n) log n) using O (n3/(l (n) log 2/3 n)) processors. By using more sophisticated ideas we show the time complexity O(n3/p -t-1 (n) log n) for the all pair shortest-path problem. Straightforward applications of the results in [Fr] and IT] yield time complexity O ( f (n) / p -1, I (n) log n), where f (n) = 0 (n 3).
2. Computing All Pair Shortest Paths. We use numbers 0, 1 ..... n -1 to represent input vertices, and a matrix A such that its entry aij represents the weight of the arc from i to j. We use the semiring (A, min, +), so that A n-I represents the shortest distances between all pairs of vertices of the input graph. An arc is an ordered pair of vertices. A path is a finite sequence of vertices. We may assume that there is an arc between every pair of vertices, some of them may have weight cx~. Our algorithms use matrix multiplications to compute shortest paths. The computation can therefore be viewed as contracting each shortest path to a single arc. For example, for an input matrix A the operation A := AAA contracts the length of every shortest path by at least one-half. Thus, if our algorithm contracts every path of length l < n to a single arc, then it computes all pair shortest paths correctly. For a path p, we use (p) to denote the cost (the number of steps or the number of iterations of a loop) for contracting p to a single arc. We also use the following special definition. DEFINITION I. For a given integer k:
1. [i1 denotes a vertex u such that ik < u < (i + 1)k -1. [i] , 0 < i < n/k, form a partition of vertices. 2. [i, j] denotes a vertex u such that ik < u < (j + I)k -1, [i, j] is empty ifj < i. 3. [i, j] [g, h] denotes an arc (u, v) such that ik < u < (j + 1)k -1 and gk < v < (h + l)k -1. 4. [i, jl* denotes an empty path or a path [i, j] [i, j] ... [i, j] of length < n.
2.1. ASimpleParallelAlgorithm. The input matrix A is divided into submatrices. Each submatrix is a k x k matrix. For convenience, assume that k divides n, and similarly we assume that the values of all logarithms, powers, and ratios below are integers where this is needed. There are a total of n2/ k 2 submatrices Aij, 0 < i, j < n/ k. Submatrix Aij contains elements in rows ik to (i + 1)k -1 and columns jk to (j + l)k -1 of A (see Figure 1 ). Our next algorithm combines the techniques of Floyd's algorithm and of path computation by means of matrix multiplication. end let (p) denote the number of iterations of the loop indexed by t in algorithm APSPI that is needed to contract p to a single arc, where p is a path of length less than n. Fixing k in Definition 1, we have:
, which is a single arc. Now assuming that the lemma is true for t, we show that it is true for t + 1.
We consider three cases for a path p
(1) [0, t] . By the induction hypothesis, (Pl) < t + 1, (P3) < t § 1. Let p' be any block of P2. We also have that (p') < t § 1, by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, immediately after the tth iteration, Pl has been contracted to [0, n/k - Setting k to n/log ~ n, we obtain a parallel algorithm with time complexity O (n 3/p + l(n) log 15 n).
2.2.
Speeding Up the Algorithm. So far we were unable to decrease the time complexity below O(l(n)log 15 n) with O(n 3) operations because we do the transitive closure of Art sequentially for t = 0, 1 ..... n/k -1. The loop indexed by t in algorithm APSP1 represents the serialism of the algorithm. We now speed up our algorithm by adopting a new design. In the following algorithm we let k = n/log 1/3 n and x = log 2/3 n. Algorithm APSP2 for t := 1 to 5 log n do begin for all s, 0 _< s < n/k, do in parallel Ass := As.~AssA.~s; ift mod x = 0 then A := AAA; end
The intuition behind the design of APSP2 is as follows. We multiply all the diagonal matrices A~, 0 < s < n/k, simultaneously in each iteration. By doing so we hope to eliminate the serialism in APSP1. We also replace the instruction for all i, j, 0 < i, j < n/k, do in parallel Aij ;= min{Aij, AitAttAtj}, in APSP1 with instruction iftmodx=0thenA:=AAA;
APSP2 has 5 log n iterations. Each iteration executes a constant number of matrix multiplications. Therefore, if a sufficient number of processors are available APSP2 can be executed in O (/(n) log n) time. Also note that the number of operations executed by PROOF. Each iteration reduces the length of such a path by at least one-half until the path has been contracted to a single arc.
[]
In the following we prove inequalities of the form (Pl) < (P2) + n, where Pl and P2 are paths and n is a number. In proving such an inequality we always assume that IP21 < IPl I. In fact, in most situations p2 is a subpath of px.
PROOF. After [0, i]* has been contracted to a single arc, the instruction A := AAA will be executed within the next x iterations to contract the path to a single arc.
[] 
where l is the length ofthe path (i.e., there is a term log I in the expression upbounding ( [i ] 10, i -1 ]* [ i ]) ) and z ( l) is a nondecreasing function of l, then
. p has four blocks.
N = 3. Assume that p is contracted to Pl ----[i][O][i][i][i][i][i][2][i][i]. Then Pl has two blocks and N = 5. Assume now that Pl is contracted to p2 = [i][O][i][i][i]. Then
P2 has one block and N = 2.
We note that as a path p is being contracted, then length of p is decreased, the number of blocks is decreased, N may increase. There are two factors that affect N. When a block is contracted to a single arc, the block is removed, but it contributes 1 to N. On the other hand, the contraction of p also contracts subpaths of the form [i ]*, thus decreasing N.
By the assumption of the lemma we have is executed in each iteration, the length of a subpath [i]* is cut by at least half after each iteration. Thus is seems that we can reduce N by half in each iteration simply because of this instruction. Such counting is not accurate. Consider a path
N is 3 for p. 
iterations, all blocks are removed, and N < (4(log L + 1) + 1)L/2L < 2 log L + 3. At this moment p is contracted to a path of the form [i]* and of length < N. It takes at most log(2 log L + 3) < log log L + 2 more iterations to contract the path to a single arc. PROOF. Setting i = n/k -1 and l = n in Lemma 7 proves that algorithm APSP2 computes all pair shortest paths in logn + (n/k -l)(3x + loglogn + 3) < 51ogn
iterations. If enough processors are available each iteration can be executed in O (I (n)) time. Instruction Ass := AssAssAss is executed O(logn) times for all n/k = logl/3 n submatrices, which takes O(k 3 (n/k) log n) = O(n 3 log 1/3 n) operations. Instruction A := AAA is executed O(Iog n/x) times, which takes O(n 3 Iof/3 n) operations.
I-1
If we use APSP2 for the purpose of computing At* t in APSPI, we get COROLLARY. AUpair shortestpaths can be computed in time O(n3/p -t-I (n) log 7/6 n) using p processors.
REMARK. Algorithms APSPI and APSP2 sequentially evaluate the transitive closure of the matrices on the diagonal. This property is useful for reducing the complexity of computing the all pair shortest paths in graphs with a family of precomputed separators
2.3. A Faster Algorithm. We divide matrix A into levels (see Figure 2) . The 0th level is Ar ~ = A. For each matrix B = A~ j) at level j we divide it into four submatrices of , , ,anddefine A (j+l) A (j+l) equalsize, B0.0, B0,t Bl 0, Bx,i 2i = B0,0and 2i+1 ----Bl,i. Thusthere is a total of 2J matrices AI j) at level j, each of size n/2J x n/2J. We involve the matrices up to level L = (log log n)/2, and there are 2 L = log I/2 n matrices at that level, each of size n/2 t" x n/2 L. Let K be the largest number, which is both a power of 3 and less than or equal to log n. for all t E Tl. The reason To is being subtracted is that A~ l) is a submatrix o~ "~ts/2j,
A(IIA(I)A(I) thus operation z (~ a (~ a (~ a (~ "contains" operation A~ l) := --s --s --s 9 --[s/2J := "" Is/2J" ~ [s/2J'" Ls/2J Thus we may view that instruction A~ ~). := --A(llA(l)A(l)s --s --s is executed every K/3 iterations. In general, let T/ = {t ] t mod (K/3 i) = 0} -Y~j-~ Tj, i < L. Instruction A~ i) := s--s--s (i) (i) (i)

A(i)A(i)A (i) is executed for all t 6 T/. We may view that instruction A.~ i) := A s A s A s
is executed every K/3 i iterations.
m~ L-i-l) '----"-sA(L-i-l)A(L-i-l)A(L-i-l)' -s --s
can be viewed as being executed every t~ iterations, and instruction
A~ L-I) := A s As As can be viewed as being executed every to iterations.
To analyze paths being contracted by APSP3, we define function cost (x, l) as follows:
cost(O, l) = log l; cost(l, l) = log/+ 2to + loglogl + 3; Ifx :~ 0 and x is even, cost(x, l) = cost (x -1, l) + ti, where i is the largest integer j such that x/2 j is odd; If x -~ I and x is odd, cost(x, l) = cost(x -1, l) + to + 2(log log l + 3) + y~.j-_l tj, where i is the largest integer j such that (x + I)/2 j is odd.
Let p be a path, let (p) be the number of iterations needed in APSP3 to contract p to a single arc. Let l be the maximum length of the path under consideration. We define function COST (x, l) as follows:
where i is the largest integer j such that X/2 j is odd;
Ifx -fi 1 and x is odd, COST(
, where i is the largest integer j such that (x + l)/2J is odd.
The definition of COST is for paths of length < I. For example, COST(O, l) is obtained by taking the maximum number of iterations needed to contract a path over the paths of the form [0]* and of length < l.
We give a simple way to comprehend the formula we are evaluating.
For even x, x # 0, we define COST (x, l) 
, where a and b can be found from Figure 2 . We first find the largest square in which x is at the top left comer. For x = 2 this square is the square containing 2, 3. For x = 4 this square is the square containing 4, 5, 6, 7. For x = 6 this square is the square containing 6, 7. a is the smallest number in the square, that is, the number at the top left of the square, b is the largest number in the square, that is, the number at the bottom right of the square. For even x, x 4: 0, we also define cost (x, l) = cost (x -1, l) + t i, where ti can be found from Figure 2 . We first find the largest square in which x is at the top left comer. Then ti is the label in the immediate left neighbor square. Note that for all even x, x # 0, the squares containing ti's do not overlap. If we sum all ti for all even x, x # 0, we are in fact summing all ti's except t0's in Figure 2 .
For odd x, x # 1, we define COST(
, where a and b can be found from Figure 2 . We first find the largest square in which x is at the bottom right comer. For x = 3 this square is the square containing 0, 1, 2, 3. For x = 5 this square is the square containing 4, 5. For x = 7 this square is the square containing 0 to 7. a is the smallest number in the square, b is the largest number in the square. For odd x, x -# 1, we also define cost (x, l) = cost (x -1, l) + to + 2(log log I + 3) + ~ tj, where ~ tj can be found from Figure 2 . We first find the largest square in which x is at the bottom right comer. The tj's in ~ tj are the tj 'S in the bottom "row" of the square. Note that for all odd x, x -7t: 1, the squares containing ~ tj's do not overlap. If we sum all ~ tj for all odd x, x :# 1, we are in fact Summing all t i's in Figure 2 except the to in the top left square containing 0 and 1. Now consider the extra to. Considering the fact that x0's are not present in the formula for cost (x,/) , x iseven and x # 0, if we sum all ti for all x except x = 0, 1, we are in fact summing all t~ in Figure 2 twice except the to in the top left square containing 0 and 1. However, to is counted twice in the formula for cost(l, l). Therefore, if we sum ti for all x, we are in fact summing all ti in Figure 2 exactly twice.
We use several properties of APSP3 in the analysis of paths. One property we use is symmetry. We note that vertices in We use the four lemmas below to prove COST(x, l) < cost (x, l) . We use an implied induction. That is, when we are proving COST (x, l) <_ cost (x, l) we assume that COST(y, l) <_ cost(y, l) is true for all 0 < y < x.
To help understand the following proofs, we suggest that the reader try several particular values for x and refer to Figure 2 for each case analyzed.
LEMMA 9. COST(O, l) <_ cost(O, l).
PROOF. Each iteration contracts such a path by at least half. Therefore, the lemma is true.
[] . This case is a symmetrical case of (a3). By symmetry we have (p) < log l + to + log log l + 3. (L-l) s A~ A s will be executed, which contracts p to a single arc. Therefore (p) < log/+ 2t0 -t-log log I -t-3. ([ 11, 10l) , it is calculated in (a6).
[] (x, l) , where i is the largest integer j such that x /2 j is odd. [x,x+2 i-l] we have the following cases.
zl( L-i-I )
Vertices in [0, x -1 ] and [x, x + 2 i 1 ] are in ,,0 , therefore it takes at most ti more iterations to multiply the matrices at level L -i -I in order to contract the path to a single arc. Therefore COST(x, l) (x -1, l) + ti <_ cost (x -1, l) + ti = cost (x, l) . (x, I) .
(b2.2) p contains one vertex in [x -2 i, x --1] . p is of the form [x, x + 2 i -- (x -l, l) . After (Pl) iterations, Pl is contracted to a single arc. Because Pz is the reverse of Pl, P2 is also contracted to a single arc after (Pl) iterations. Therefore, after (Pl) iterations, p is contracted to P3 = Ix,
Vertices in P3 are all in a submatrix A s . Therefore, it takes at most ti more iterations with an execution of matrix multiplication at level L -i -1 to contract p to a single arc. Thus, (p) < cost (x -1, l) + ti = cost(x, l) .
(b2.3) p contains more than one vertex in . p is of the form [x, x + 2 i-l (x - 1,1) . We also have (P3) ----(Pl) (by reverse) and (P2) --COST(x -1, l) < cost (x - 1, I ). Therefore, after cost (x - 
Vertices in P4 are all in a submatrix At~ l'-i-I). Therefore, it takes at most ti more iterations with an execution of matrix multiplication at level L -i -1 to contract p to a single arc. Thus, (p) < cost (x - (x, l) .
[] LEMMA 12. Foroddx, x ~ 1, COST(x, I) (x, l) , where i is the largest integer j such that (x + 1)/2 j is odd.
PROOF. Let i be the largest integer j such that (x + 1)/2 j is odd. Let y = x -1. Let i' be the largest integer j such that y/2 j is odd. We have the following cases: (x, l, O) = cost(x -1, l) + to + 2(log log l + 3) and cost (x, l, j) = cost (x, l, (x, l, j) . We denote [(x -2J + 1, x] [0, xl*[x -2/ + 1, x]) by COST (x, l, j) . Therefore we need establish COST (x, l, j) < cost (x, l, j) , 1 < j < i. We have the following steps: x] . Thenpisoftheform [x-2J+l,x-2J-l] [O,x-2J] * [x-2J-I+l,x] .Wehave (x, I, j [x-2J-l + l,x] .
Let p = plp2, where pl containsallvertices [x-2J + l,x-2 j-l] in p and ends at the last vertex [x -2 j + 1, x --2 j-I] in p. Pl and P2 can be written (x, l, j -1) . Therefore, after cost (x, l, j -1 ) (x, l, j -1) + tj-i = cost (x, l, j) . This case is symmetrical to case (c5.2.2). By symmetry we have (p) < cost (x, l, j) .
(c5.2.4) p contains more than one vertex in [x --2 j + 1, x --2 j-I ] andmore than one vertex in [x-2J-l+l,x] . Letp = plpEPs,whereplcontainsallvertices [x--2J+l,x--2 j-l] [x-2J+ 1, x] ) (by proper subset) = COST(x -2 i + 1,1) < cost(x -2/ + 1, l) < cost (x, l, j -1) . (P3) = ( [x-2J-l+l, x] [0, xl* [x-2J-l+l, x] ) = COST (x, l, j-l) < cost (x, l, j-l) .
PROOF. Each iteration can be executed in I (n) time if enough processors are available. Thus we only need to show that the total number of operations executed is O(n3). Matrices at level i, 0 < i < L, are multiplied with themselves 810gn/tL_i_ 1 < 81ogn3i/K <_ 24 9 3 i times. There are 2 i such matrices and each matrix multiplication takes O ((n/2i) 
